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SECTION - A

Very short answer questions. Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark

1. Write down the relation between phase difference and path difference.

2. What do you mean by Haidinger's fringes?

3. Why diffraction of sound is more evident in daily life than that of light?

4. Write down the expression for the resolving power of a telescope and explain the
symbols.

5. State Brewsler's Law.

6. How a plane polarized light is converted lnto a circularly polarized light?

7. What is mean by Dispersion of light.
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'i 8. Write any two advantages of fibre optic communication system over other
communication systems.

9. ln ruby laser, the atomic levels of which atom is utilized for laser action?

10. Write any two peculiarities of laser beam over conventional light sources.

(10 x 'l = 10 Marks)
SECTION - B

Short answer type questions. Answer any eight questions. Each question carries
2 marks.

11. Explain the phenomenon of colours ofthin films.

12. What is an air wedge?

13. lnterference cannot be observed between light from two different sources. Why?

14. Define the principle focus of a zone plate. Write down an expression for it.

15. State the Rayleigh's criterion for resolution of two close spectral lines.

'16. Draw the intensity distribution curve due to diffraction at a single slit.

17. What is meant by double refraction?

18. Find the Brewster's angle for glass of refractive index 3/2 immersed in water of
refractive index 4/3.

19. Mention any four applications of a polaroid.

20. Write down Cauchy's dispersion formula and state for which type of dispersion it
is applicable?

21. What is meant by coherent bundle of fibre.

22. What is meant by population inversion? Give one method to achieve this
condition?

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION - C

Short essay type questions. Answer any six guestions. Each question canies
4 marks.

23. Wnh a neat diagram derive the expression for band width of the double slil
interference arrangement.

24. NeMon's rings are observed in reflected light of 2=5.9x10rm. The diameter of
the loth dark ring is 0.5 cm. Find the radius of curvature of the lens and the
thickness of the air film

25. What are half period zones? Show that areas of half period zone ale almost
equal.

26. Two slits each of width 5x10'm and separated by a distance of 0.1 cm is
illuminated by a light of wavelength 6328 A'. A convex lens of focal length 10 cm
is placed on beyond the double slit arrangement. Calculate the distance of first
diffraction minima from the central maximum.

27. Deflne Malu's law and derive an expression for it,

28. Wave plates are consiructed from quartz crystal whose refractive indices are
p"=1.553 and to ='1.554 . Calculate the thickness of the

(a) quarter wave plate and

(b) half wave plate for a wavelength of 650 nm.

29. Explain Wood's experiment on dispersion.

30. What is meant by the acceptance angle of a fibre. Deduce the expression for
acceptance angle of a step index fibre in lerms of refraciive indices.

31. Calculate the ratio of number of spontaneous emisslons to stimulated emissions
for a normal optical source, at temperature of 1000 K emitting light of
wavelength 6000 A'.(Planck's constant, h=1.054x103 Js, Boltzmann's constant

(6x4=24Marks)
k = 1.38 x 10'23 JKll
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SECTION - D

. Long essay type questions. Answer any two questions. Each question carries
15 marks.

32. With a neat diagram describe the working of Michelson's lnterferomeler. Explain
the experiment to determine the wavelength o, light using this interferometer.

33. Explain the theory of plane transmission grating, from which deduce an
expression for its dispersive power

34. Explain with necessary theory the production of plane, circularly and elliptically
polarized lights.

35. Give the basic principle of laser action. Explain Einstein coefficients relaied with
atomic lransitions.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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